
 
We 

want the 
experience of 

coming to 
your cellar 
to be an 
anticipated 
event, 

something that adds 
to the richness of 

the unique 
experience 
only wine 
can provide.

THE  IPSUM HOUSE

WINE CELLAR

design brief by haus thorson for john & jane  ipsum



BESPOKE DESIGN
Imagined from the ground up to maximize the utility and atmosphere of the space, 
every aspect of the Ipsum House Wine Cellar was carefully selected or drafted to 
give an aire of conservative sophistication, practicality, and luxury. 



FUNCTION FIRST
We started by researching wine storage and all of the factors that need to be 
considered. From storage angles to lighting, making sue that your wine is safe 
to store for the long haul was priority one. We then set out to determine the 
theoretical maximum number of bottles that could be stored in the space while 
still having every bottle be directly accessible. From there we devised came up 
with an acceptable spacial loss due to material thicknesses and hardware, and 
used this equation to guide our design. We did our best to ensure our design 
makes the most out of this space, and does it in a way that makes it an easy 
and pleasant experience for you at every step, from installation to daily use.



ATMOSPHERE
Wine is not just a beverage, it is a feeeling, an experience. There is so much 
more to every bottle than the flavor alone; a history, a story, an atmosphere. 

Every once and a while a bottle or glass can take you somewhere you’ve 
always dreamed of going, or even somewhere you didn’t know existed. 

We did our best to carry this sensation over to the space we’ve designed.





IT ’S IN THE DETAILS
Luxury is not just about style and quality; its about taking the time to do things right. Just 
like life, its not about the start or finish, its about enjoying the little things. Using rich, supple 
leather to line the drawers, ultra-smooth blue-motion slides, and high quality joinery and 
construction methods, we’ve designed something we think you’ll never get tired of using.
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Wine Sling Slides

Custom Leather Lined Drawers
Featuring BluMotion Slides

Wine Shelf

Temperature &
Humidity Control

Panel

Lazy Suzan Style
Vertical Storage

Pen & Tool
Drawer

Large Bottle
Vertical Storage
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731 TOTAL BOTTLES 81.5% HORIZONTAL STORAGE 2658 TOTAL CUTS 89.7% SPATIAL EFFICIENCY 548.25 LITERS OF WINE SIX FULL EXTENSION DRAWERS54 SHOWCASE SLOTS




